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1.

BARROW, John (Editor)
The Geography of Hudson's Bay: being the Remarks of Captain W. Coats, in many

voyages to that locality, between the years 1727 and 1751. With an appendix from the log
of Captain Middleton on his voyage for the discovery of the North-West Passage, in H.M.S.
"Furnace", in 1741-2. London. Hakluyt Society. 1852. 8vo. x,147p. 8p. ads., in early half
crushed crimson morocco, wide gilt decorated raised bands, gilt decoration in the panels,
gilt titles, marbled boards, and endpapers, t.e.g., fine signed binding by Stikeman & Co.,
some slight wear on the spine side edges, an attractive copy - Beekman Pool’s Copy with
his bookplate

600.00

Sabin 3667. Barrow, (1764-1848), a founder of the "Royal Geographic Society,"
was, for some time, Secretary of the Admiralty, 1804-1845. As a geographical compiler he
produced several works relating to voyages and discoveries; his Chronological
Abridgement of History of the Discoveries made by Europeans in different parts of the
world . . . was for many years, a standard. It was thanks to the farsighted support of
Barrow, as Secretary of the Admiralty, that the quest for the North-West Passage was
resumed. It was to be conducted as a scientific exploration on systematic lines.
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2.

BERNIER, J.E.
Report on the Dominion of Canada Government Expedition to the Arctic Islands

and Hudson Strait on board the D.G.S. "Arctic". [1908-09]. Ottawa. Government Printing
Bureau. 1910. 8vo, 23.5cm, The First Edition, xxix,529p., with c.175 plates and illustrations
(mainly from photographs by the author) and 4 folding maps, original green cloth, gilt
titles, fine condition

200.00

The Arctic islands had been transferred to Canada by an Imperial Order-in-Council,
on Sept 1st, 1880. After many foreign incursions, between 1898 - 1902, (Robert Peary,
Amundsen, and Sverdrup, who claimed 4 major islands for his homeland) prompted Prime
Minister Wilfrid Laurier, to action. First A.P. Low's expedition but it was Bernier who
mounted the most extensive campaign to reinforce Canada's dominion over the Arctic.
Arctic historian, William Barr, refers to Bernier as "The man who put Canada on the Map".
On this expedition, Bernier landed supplies for Dr. Cook at Etah. The "Arctic" then spent
the winter of 1908 at Parry's Winter Harbour on Melville Island. They explored Bank's
Island and there is discussion of earlier explorations and much Arctic information,
including photographs of records found from earlier expeditions by Parry, McClintock,
Kellet, McClure, etc. Bernier was one of the earliest and staunchest proponents of
Canada's Arctic sovereignty.
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3.

CANADA. Information Canada.
Indian-Inuit Authors; An Annotated Bibliography / Auteurs indiens et inuit;

bibliographie annotee. Ottawa. Information Canada. 1974. Square8vo, 20x 20cm, 108p.,
author index, illustrated, colour illustrated morocco grain card wrappers, added paper
spine label, fine copy

25.00

A useful bibliography. Part 1: Works by Canadian Indian and Metis Authors. Part 2.
...Inuit Authors.
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4.

CANOE TRIP. - National Parks of Canada.
ONTARIO. Canoe Trip - Lake Nipissing to Georgian Bay via French River. 82 Miles.

[Ottawa]. National Parks of Canada. Dept of the Interior. Nd., folio. 33x 20.5cm, 3 pages
printed one side, mimeographed, stapled, folded, somewhat fragile, very good to fine
40.00
The French river route. Probably 1930's, no mention of road transport. Not in
Aurora. No references located..
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5.

COOK, Frederick A.
To the Top of the Continent. Discovery, Exploration and Adventure in Sub-Arctic

Alaska. The First Ascent of Mt. McKinley, 1903-1906. London. Hodder & Stoughton. 1909.
8vo. 23.5cm, first U.K. edition (US sheets), xxi,321p., colour frontis and 82 plates,
illustrations & maps, (including 1 double page map), full light green linen, gilt spine titles,
illustration laid down on the upper cover, t.e.g., binding is slightly dust worn but very good
to fine sound condition, mainly unopened

350.00

Neate C123. "He claimed to have made the first ascent of Mount McKinley but this
was later proved to be false". A.B. 3390. "Detailed description of the approaches to, and
the routes up Mt. McKinley, in a narrative of two expeditions, 1903 and 1906".
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6.

DAWSON, George W.
Report on an Exploration in the Yukon District, N.W.T., and adjacent northern portion

of British Columbia, 1887. Geological and Natural History Survey of Canada. Montreal.
Dawson Brothers. 1898. 25.5cm, 2nd printing, viii,244p., with 8 plates and illustrations, upper
printed wrapper bound in, dark green cloth as issued, gilt spine titles, internal library stamps,
otherwise a fine copy

250.00

This hardcover binding would have been produced in small numbers intended for the
author and people involved in and with the production of this report.
A.B. 3733. "Results of the Canadian Yukon Expedition, 1887, under G.M. Dawson, for
exploration and survey in the Yukon district, and for information of the point at which Yukon
or Pelly River crosses the 141st meridian. Summary of the expedition's organization, itinerary,
and work; orography and general features (including nomenclature, size, discharge, etc.), of
Pelly and Lewes Rivers and tributaries, navigation and routes, climate, flora, fauna, mining and
minerals, fur trade, and economic importance; general geology...
Preface to Reprint: As a result of the late remarkable discoveries of gold in the
Klondike region, much general attention has been awakened in the entire Yukon District of
Canada, and so great a demand has arisen for the reports and maps of the Yukon Expedition
of 1887-88, that the supply of these is now practically exhausted. ...
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7.

DENNETT, Captain John Frederick (Selected by)
The Voyages and Travels of Captains Ross, Parry, Franklin, and Mr. Belzoni; forming

An Interesting History of the Manners, Customs, and Characters of Various Nations.
London. Published by William Wright. 1835. thick8vo. 21.5cm, [ii],992p., engraved frontis
portrait (Parry) and engraved vignette title page and 8 (of 10) engraved plates and
portraits, some slight foxing throughout as usual, half black leather backed marbled
boards, spine chipped taped and worn, hinges shaken, heavy wear on the boards, text
block sound, a good working copy, as is

150.00

Note: There are no stubs or leavings to indicate that these two missing plates were
ever present which doesn’t change the fact that they gone. T.P.L. 5049. Not in A.B. 1&2.
Not in Lande. cf. Sabin 19285 for 1826 edition only. The four portraits of Parry, Ross,
Franklin and Belzoni are present.
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8.

DILL, W.S.
The Long Day. Reminiscences of the Yukon. Ottawa. The Graphic Press. 1926.

12mo, 19cm, 232p., The All Canadian Edition, in full alligator grain brown fabrikoid, raised
bands, labels and titles and decorations on light blue/green panels, illustrated
parliamentary endpapers, association copy, signed presentation copy from the author,
“Clement Bancroft Burns”, To Mrs. S.F. Service, from one of the “characters” in this book.
Signed. With her notation on the verso of the free fly ... given to me by Clem Burns, Author,
1938, when he came to tea

150.00

A.B. 3964. "About Dawson and the Gold Rush days". Antmann. Contributions
Dictionary Canadian Pseudonyms... 1972. Indicating Madge MacBeth / Hamilton Lyons.
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Manuscript Gold Rush Letter 1902

9.

FORE, Charles A.
Addressed to: FORTUNE, John (of Gaylord St. Denver, Colorado).
Autograph Letter Signed. Three page autograph letter, closely written. 8.5 "x 11".

Postage Marked ‘Dawson, Y.T. Jan27 /02 Canada. Cancellation, 1902 Denver CO
cancellation on the verso of the envelope, folded, with stamped addressed envelope
150.00
Describing his mining life in Yukon Territory and request for $1000.00 Grubstake
for 50/50 share. Reference to a new gold camp 500 miles north on Koyukuk River. Signed
Your true and faithful friend, Chas. A. Fore. Canada Postage .2c.
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One of the rarest Arctic Blue Papers & Robert Bell’s copy, alas a Defective Copy

10. GREAT BRITAIN. (Arctic Blue Papers). Admiralty.
Arctic Expedition. Return to an Order of the Honourable The House of Commons, date 5 February 1850; - for, Copies
of any Reports or Statements from the Officers employed in the Arctic Expeditions, or from any other Persons, which have
been laid before the Lords Commiss-ioners of the Admiralty, in respect to the Resumption of the Search for Sir John
Franklin's Expedition". - "Of any Plan or Plans of Search, whether by Ships or Boats, up to the present Date". - Copies or
extracts from any correspondence or proceedings of the Board of Admiralty, in relation to the Arctic expeditions - Copies of
the orders issued by the admiralty to the Captains Collinson, Kellett and Moore, and to Lieut. Pullen, and also copies of
instructions given to Dr. Rae, through the Hudson's Bay Company. - Of any reports made by any officer or of officers
employed in the late expeditions . . . ; - And, of the latest chart of the Polar Sea . . . - In continuation of Parliamentary papers,
nos. 264 and 386, of session 1848, and of nos. 188 and 387, of session 1849, Admiralty, 4 March 1850, J. H. Hay, Chief Clerk.
[London].
Ordered by the House of Commons. 1850. folio, 34.5cm, vi,157p., with 2 large rear folding maps, both partly torn along the main fold, in the
original printed blue wraps, wraps frayed at the edges, bottom wrapper half gone, very rare

1,500.00

Defective Copy. Five pages are missing, 7 pages are missing text, range from a few lines to two/thirds. Perhaps removed by Bell to
supplement one of his many reports.
A.B. 45223. Contains reports of the Franklin search expeditions in the Eastern Arctic under Capt. Ross (Enterprise
and Investigator), and by Capt. James Saunders (North Star), as well as reports of whaling voyages (True-love and Advice)
to Baffin Bay, Lancaster Sound and Prince Regent Inlet; also reports of search expeditions in the Western Arctic under Kellett
(Herald), Moore (Plover) and Collinson (Enterprise) by Way of Bering Strait, including Pullen's boat voyage along the north
coast of Alaska to the Mackenzie River; also, proposed expeditions to Bering and Barrow Straits, including proposals by
M'Cormick, Osborn, Penny and King, together With Lady Franklin's correspondence With volunteer searchers; also, rewards
for successful Franklin searchers, and proposals to use Eskimos and dogs in the search.
A.B. 45223, Vol. 8, pp320-322, gives a detailed description of these voyages, both officers, route
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11. [GREENAWAY]. The Arctic Circular.
The Speaker, F/L K.R. Greenaway, spoke on “Navigating in the Polar Regions”, and
illustrated his talk with slides. Ottawa. The Arctic Circular. Vol. IV, No. 2. Published by The
Arctic Circle. Feb. 1951. 4to. (8.5" x 11'), 35p., plus a 1 page map, mimeographed,
stamped, bottom page loose, fore edge bit frayed, very good
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12. HALL, Charles Francis
Narrative of the North Polar Expedition. U.S. Ship Polaris. Edited under the
Direction of G.M. Robeson by Rear-Admiral C.H. Davis. Washington. GPO. 1876. thick 4to.
25.5cm, the first edition, 696p., with 2 steel engraved frontis plates (a portrait & a ship
view), & 38 wood-engraved plates, 19 text illustrations, 2 colour photo-lithographs and 6
maps, gilt decorated original green cloth, gilt spine titles and gilt pictorial expedition
illustration on upper cover, ex-library marks some internal repairs, a good to very good
sound copy

250.00

A.B. 18382. The official U.S. Naval account of the Polaris Expedition from 1871-73.
Hall's last expedition, they reached Kennedy Channel where they became ice-bound. After
making a winter harbour at Polaris Bay, north-west Greenland, he then travelled by sled
to the northern side of Newman Bay. Hall suddenly died in November 1871, officially
reported from apoplexy, but later to be thought of arsenic poisoning. The expedition
continued under George Tyson. It contains an account of Tyson's six months drift on the
ice and their rescue, as well as a review of Hall's earlier Arctic work. The expedition was
fraught with disaster.
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13. HARDIN, John David
Hunting, Trapping and Fishing Made Easy. A Concise and Practical Guide for
Amateurs or Professionals, including Gunning and Rifle Shooting, with Instructions for
Preserving, Tanning and Dyeing Skins and Furs. Illustrated with 50 engravings. Np. Np.
[Columbus, Ohio. A.R. Harding Publishing Co.] 1871. 16mo., 16.5cm, first edition
[1],92,2p., ads., frontis & 49 illustrations from engravings, printed illustrated original
wraps, wanting the bottom wrapper, on somewhat fragile paper, a good to very good
copy, rare

100.00

Later similar guides were issued by Martin Hardin, “Canadian Wilds. ...], 1907..
1917, possibly the son. We have not seen this issue previously. Note it has a Canadian
copyright notice on the title page verso title. Designed as a pocket book this copy may
have been on a few of those trips. - This copy came from the Beekman Pool collection.
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14. JACKSON, Frederick George
The Great Frozen Land. (Bolshaia Zemelskija Tundra). Narrative of a Winter
Journey Across the Tundra and a Sojourn Among the Samoyads. Edited from His Journals
by Arthur Montefiore. London. Macmillan and Co., 1895. 8vo. 23cm, xviii,297p., ads., with
46 plates and illustrations, 3 folding maps, original dark blue cloth, gilt titles and gilt
stamped illustrations of a Caribou on the cover, near fine

200.00

A.B. 7940. "In the fall of 1893 Jackson traveled to Arctic Russia's Vaygach Island,
explored it and spent a year living among the Samoyads using reindeer and ponies for
sledge hauls. He travelled the Arctic coast from Vaygach to the Pachora, ascended that
river to Ust Tsilma, traveled westward to the Mezen via the Pinega to Archangel, thence
eastward around the White Sea and north across the Kola to Varanger Fiord. This journey
was undertaken to learn winter travel methods and gather information from the natives
in preparation for the author's Franz Josef Land Expedition begun later in the year 1894.
This narrative gives an account of the journey; notes on iceblink and ice in Barents Sea,
the tundra, the Samoyeds' appearance, ways of life, language, folk-tales, character, food,
travel methods, beliefs and diseases; remarks on the natural history, weather, rivers and
camping; and on the Lapps' costume, deer and sledge; also notes on scurvy and frostbite.
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15. LOW, A.P.
Report on the Dominion Government Expedition to Hudson Bay and the Arctic
Islands onboard the D.G.S. Neptune, 1903-1904. Ottawa. Department of Marine. 1906.
8vo, 22.5cm, first edition, xvii,355p., frontis & 62 plates & illustrations, rear folding pocket
map in colour, maroon brown cloth, gilt spine and cover titles, with gilt illustrations of the
Nepture on the upper cover, some slight edge wear, very good to fine condition
100.00
A.B. 2717. Holland p448. The narrative, with supplemental information from
previous reports, of an expedition sent by the Canadian government to assert Canadian
sovereignty over Hudson Bay and the Arctic islands and to establish police and customs
stations. Low sailed up to Cape Herschel on Ellesmere Island, which he mapped and
claimed for Canada. "He made many important surveys. Sent on an Arctic patrol in 1903,
he wrote the well-constructed narrative Cruise of the Neptune." Story.
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16. LYON, G.F.
A Brief Narrative of An Unsuccessful Attempt to reach Repulse Bay, through Sir
Thomas Rowe's "Welcome" in His Majesty's Ship Griper, in the year mdcccxxiv. London. John
Murray. 1825. 8vo, 21.2cm, The First Edition, xvi,198,[2]p. appendix, with 7 engraved plates
and engraved frontis folding map, in contemporary full cross wavy-grain brown calf, gilt ruled
raised bands, gilt decorations in the panels, black crushed morocco label, gilt titles, blind and
gilt ruled border decorations on the boards, marbled endpapers and edges, small oval library
stamp on the title page, some occasional foxing, slight top front corner stain in the plates,
expertly rebacked, very good to fine copy in attractive antique binding
650.00
A.B. 10530. T.P.L. 1324. Lande 1292. Sabin 42851. Field 962. Hill p186. The first edition
of Lyon's official report of this important expedition, as distinguished from his Private
Journal... published the same year. Much, if not most of Lyon's narrative, concerns his
relations with the Eskimos, with whom he was on excellent terms. This report includes some
material which was not present in his Journal, also three plates of Indian subjects which are
also new to this work. The map shows Hudson's Straits and northern Hudson's Bay.
“Lyon, now commanding his own ship, the Griper, records his voyage subsequent to
Parry’s second exploration. Lyon is always interesting in his comments on the Inuit”.
Waterston p43.
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The Discovery of the North-West Passage

17. M'`CLURE, Robert
The Discovery of the North-West Passage by H.M.S. Investigator, Capt. R. M'Clure,
1850, 1851, 1852, 1853, 1854. Edited by Commander Sherard Osborn. From the Logs and
Journals of Capt. Robert le M. McClure. Illustrated by Commander S. Gurney Cresswell, R.N.
London. Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans, & Roberts. 1856. 8vo. 21.8cm, The First Edition,
xix,405p., with 4 lithographed plates (by Cresswell) and colour folding map, in contemporary
half dark green morocco and green pebbled cloth boards, blind ruled raised bands, gilt spine
titles and crest in the bottom panels, title stamping faded, text slightly toned, two lite 19th
century oval library stamps on the verso of the map, three of the 4 plates have a light brown
stain (thumb size) on the top margin at the gutter not touching the print, a very good sound
copy

1,500.00
Cresswell was on this expedition. Originally starting out as a search for Sir John Franklin by way of the Bering Strait, the expedition

accomplished what none before had done, the discovery of the North - West Passage, for which McClure and his crew shared the 10,000 pounds
offered by the British Government.
Cf. Arctic Bib. 10563 (for 2nd ed.). Smith 6232. T.P.L. 8507. Lada-Mocarski 145. Sabin 43073. Based on the logs and journals of Capt. Robert
Le M. M'Clure, [McClure; Maclure], who commanded the expedition, this book tells the story of the final achievement of the long and devoted
quest for the North-West Passage. The Investigator accompanied the Enterprise, under Commander Collinson, to search for Sir John Franklin. The
narrative describes the perils from the ice in the Beaufort Sea, contains remarks on the progress of the Franklin Search, and a great deal of detailed
information on Arctic wildlife. The Investigator also explored Banks Island, penetrated Prince of Wales Strait and spent three winters imprisoned by
ice on the north shore of Banks Island. Here they were met in April, 1853, by a party from the Resolute (M'Dougall), which was anchored 160 miles
away east of Melville Island. The Investigator's crew sledged to the Resolute and returned eastward with its crew to England, thus completing the
first ocean to ocean passage north of America.
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18. McKEEVOR, Thomas
A Voyage to Hudson's Bay, During the Summer of 1812. Containing a particular
Account of the Icebergs and other Phenomena which present themselves in those regions;
also, A Description of the Esquimeaux and North American Indians: Their Manners,
Customs, Dress, Language, &c. &c. &c. London. Printed by Sir Richard Phillips. 1819. 8vo.
23cm tall copy, The First Edition, [i],76p., plus 6 engraved plates, in contemporary quarter
green morocco toned to brown on the spine, marbled boards, gilt spine titles, inner linen
hinges, internal 19th century library stamps, no foxing, fine copy

800.00

T.P.L. 910-11. Lande 1314. Peel (3)-77. Sabin 43396. A.B. 10643. Matthews 756.
The author who sailed as surgeon on a Hudson's Bay Co. vessel's trip to Fort York discusses
the probable marine origin of icebergs, the nature of polar bears and the appearance and
habits of Eskimos and Indians. A.B. (1-206). McKeever, a Dublin Doctor, accompanied
Selkirk's expedition of 1812, as medical adviser.
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The First English Edition

19. NANSEN, Fridtjof
Farthest North. Being the Record of a Voyage of Exploration of the ship "Fram" 189396 and of a Fifteen Months' Sleigh Journey by Dr. Nansen and Lieut. Johansen. With an
Appendix by Otto Sverdrup. London. Constable & Co. 1897. tall8vo, 24cm, the First English
Edition, in Two Volumes, 510 & 671pp., with 120 full-page and numerous text illustrations,
inc. 16 colour plates from Dr. Nansen's own sketches, etched frontis portrait photogravure,
and 4 rear folding maps, in the original gilt decorated blue green cloth, with gilt stamped
illustrations of The ‘Fram’ in gilt frame border on the upper covers, some slight foxing on the
edges otherwise a fine bright set certainly scarce in this condition

900.00

Nansen, one of the most significant figures in the history of Arctic exploration, was
originally a naturalist. He decided in 1888 to attempt the crossing of Greenland, and with five
companions, including Otto Sverdrup, set off in June of that year. The crossing, by small boat,
ski and sledge, achieved many important scientific objectives, including meteorological
observations, as well as illustrating the ideal methods of Arctic travel. His most important
achievements were on the Fram Expedition of 1893-96. He established the nature and drift
of the Arctic Ice-pack, having deliberately allowed the ship, built to his own design, to be
frozen into the ice. During the expedition, Nansen, with one companion and 3 dog sledges,
achieved the highest latitude yet attained (86o14').
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20. O'FLAHERTY, Patrick
The Rock Observed. Studies in the Literature of Newfoundland. Toronto, Buffalo,
and London. University of Toronto Press. 1979. 23cm, 222p., photographs, cloth, notes,
index, free fly inscribed else fine in fine jacket

25.00

For anyone interested in books on Newfoundland, this book is excellent.
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Parry’s Rare Third Voyage

21. PARRY, William Edward
Journal of a Third Voyage for the Discovery of a North-West Passage from the Atlantic
to the Pacific; performed in the years 1824-25, in his Majesty's ships Hecla and Fury, under
the orders of Captain William Edward Parry.
London. John Murray. 1826. 4to. 27.cm, The First Edition, xxvii,[ii],186,[i],151pp.
appendix, with 7 engraved plates (including one folding and landfalls) and 4 maps (one
folding), in contemporary full calf boards rebacked in brown calf, blind ruled panel borders,
gilt crest in the bottom panel, gilt titles, the boards which were heavily worn have been
restored, faint oval private library stamp on the title page, a very good to fine copy of the rare
third voyage

3,000.00

T.P.L. 1362. A.B. 13144. Sabin 58867. Hill 1313. Severe ice conditions forced this
expedition to winter on the west coast of Baffin Island. Fury was damaged in Prince Regent
Inlet and was abandoned in August 1825, forcing the expedition home.
“Parry again set out in May, 1824, but was obligued to abandon the Fury, he returned
to England in the Hecla, having accomplished little. The second and third voyages of Parry, like
the first, were unsuccessful in the goal of discovering the Northwest passage. However, Parry
did discover and name the Fury and Hecla Strait and he collected additional scientific
information about the Arctic region of North America. The appendix contains an important
record of the scientific observations and material upon the natural history of the Arctic
regions. ...”Hill.
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22. PHIPPS, Constantine John
A Voyage towards the North Pole undertaken by His Majesty's Command,1773.
London. Printed by W. Bowyer & J. Nichols, for J. Nourse, Bookseller. 1774. tall4to. 29.3cm,
The First Edition, vii,253,[1]p., (directions to the binder leaf), with 15 copper engraved plates
and maps (with the 8 view plates, 2 natural history plates, 4 plates are double page, 11
folding), many folding tables, the plates are clean clear strikes, in contemporary half brown
calf, gilt ruled raised bands, dark crimson leather label, gilt titles, marbled boards, some slight
surface wear on the boards, a fine attractive copy

4,500.00

Sabin 62572. Hill 1351. National Maritime Museum Catalogue 1-805. Cowan IV, 1570.
Not in Lande or AB.. In 1773, Phipps commanded H.M.S. `Racehorse', which was fitted to
attempt the discovery of a northern route to India and was the first expedition sent out
specifically to attempt to reach the north pole. The expedition sailed to the north of
Spitzbergen, and finding the sea completely blocked with ice, returned without result. An
appendix gives botanical and zoological records, geographical and meteorological
observations and accounts of the distillation of fresh water from the sea, and of astronomical
observations.
The soon to be famous Horiato Nelson, aged fourteen, served as a midshipman on the
`Carcass', the other ship in the expedition. His encounter with a polar bear was a memorable
occurrence of the voyage.
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23. RESER Harry F.
Clicquot. Fox Trot March. Featured by The Chicquot Club Eskimos. Under the
direction fo Harry F. Reser. (Cover title). Clicquot Club Company, Millis, Massachusetts.
[1926]. Folio, 31x 23cm, 6 pages, 4 being the music, colour illustrated cover, company ad
on the back cover, in fine condition, uncommon

50.00

During this period, Cliquot Club Company was the largest beverage maker in the
USA. This piece of music was a promotion for their brand. Their mascot the Clicquot Club
Eskimo Boy became one of America's best-known advertising symbols.
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24. ROSS, Sir John
Narrative of a Second Voyage in Search of a North-West Passage, and of a
Residence in the Arctic Regions, during the years 1829, 1830, 1831, 1832, 1833. Including
the Reports of Commander, now Captain, James Clark Ross, and The Discovery of the
Northern Magnetic Pole. Brussels. Ad. Whalen, printer to the court. 1835. 8vo. 21cm,
xxvi,542p., with 5 maps (inc. large folding frontis map), in the publisher’s plain wraps,
untrimmed, complete with half title, wrappers dust worn and loose, spine cracked in a
few places, very good copy, this edition is rare especially considering it is in its original
state

400.00
Not in T.P.L. or Lande. (cf. T.P.L. 7433 for later , 1836/37, London edition: the

present copy is 8vo and not 12mo and does not contain the printing errors. It would be
extraordinary for the small edition to precede the larger from the same publisher). There
are a few 8vo editions of this title published in Paris (2), Brussels, and Philadelphia.
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25. SERVICE, Robert W.
Ballads of a Cheechako. Toronto. William Briggs. 1909. 12mo, 18.8cm, First Edition,
137p., complete with half title, original dark blue cloth, gilt spine and block cover titles,
very good condition,

50.00

Mitham, A2.
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26. SERVICE, Robert W.
Ballads of a Cheechako. Toronto. William Briggs. 1909. 12mo, 20.2cm, Second
Canadian Edition, (First Illustrated edition), 146p., with 10 plates illustrations from
photographs with captioned tissue guards, complete with half title, original ribbed dark
green cloth with gilt spine and cover titles & illustration laid down on the front, t.e.g., very
good to fine... From the library of Henry C. Miller, of the Graphic Publishing Co., Ottawa.
150.00
Mitham, A2.b. p63-64. The cover illustration pictures a frontiers man sitting
against the doorpost of his cabin, hat, gun and dog beside.

Liam McGahern and partner Megan Wallace

Patrick McGahern Books, Inc.

mcgahernbooks.ca

order line 613-230-2277

27. SERVICE, Robert
My Adventures in the North. Excerpts from "Plough-man of the Moon". An
Autobiography of Robert Service. Edited by Larry Beck (cover title). For Your Bard of Alaska
Library. Fairbanks. Bard of Alaska. N.d. c.[1967?]. 8vo, 62p., stiff wraps with oval photo of
Robert Service on the cover, very good to fine

40.00

Reprinted excerpts from Robert Service's autobiography. "Or how a Yukon bank
clerk suffers anguish and amazement as he gives birth to legendary ballads".

Patrick McGahern Books, Inc.

mcgahernbooks.ca

order line 613-230-2277

28. SERVICE, Robert W.
Rhymes of a Rolling Stone. Toronto. William Briggs. 1912. 8vo, 20.8cm, 196p.,
second Canadian edition, First llustrated Edition, with frontis and 14 plates of views from
photographs with tissue guards containing captions printed in red, (mainly wilderness
canoeing scenes), original fine ribbed dark green cloth, gilt spine and cover block titles and
with an oval photo illustration laid down on the front, paddler in canoe, t.e.g., association
copy with free fly inscribed Helen J.W. Service, 1988. [In a different hand] Autograph
Signature Helen J. Service Widow of Dr. Brother of Robert Service, May Court Clinic,
Ottawa, June 17, 1988. Age 93 Years., very good to fine condition

200.00

Mitham A4,b page 94. Calling this the second Canadian editon, (1912). The first
edition with 99 leaves, this and the many subsequent editions/issues had 96 leaves. The
jacket stated 200,000 copies were sold in Canada. Still a common book except for these
early illustrated editions which have always been saleable.

Patrick McGahern Books, Inc.

mcgahernbooks.ca
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29. SERVICE, Robert W.

T

The Trail of ‘98. A Northland Romance. Toronto. William Briggs. 1911. 12mo,
18.8cm, First Canadian Edition, (US Sheets), original light blue green cloth, titles on the
spine and upper cover stamped in white, some partial fading on the spine title, slightly
dust worn, a very good sound copy

Patrick McGahern Books, Inc.

75.00

mcgahernbooks.ca
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The Rare Simpson - Dease Expedition

30. SIMPSON, Thomas
Narrative of The Discoveries on The North Coast of America; Effected by the Officers
of the Hudson's Bay Company during the years 1836-39. London. Richard Bentley. 1843. 8vo
22.4cm, (tall copy), The First Edition, xix,419p., with 3 maps on 2 folding sheets in rear pocket,
appendix, in the original blind decorated brown cloth, gilt spine titles, expertly rebacked
(early), the original endpapers are acidic, the text is somewhat tanned as usual, some slight
edge wear on the boards, a very good to fine copy of the rare first edition

3,500.00

Note: the original cloth on this copy is among the best we have seen. The acidic
endpapers probably contributed to the scarcity of this important book. A quick survey of the
auction records back to 1923, listing 50 copies, indicates that about half the copies were
bound in calf. Nearly half the cloth copies had binding defects.
T.P.L. 2315. Streeter 3709. Hill p274. AB 16124. Field 1411. Wagner-Camp 101.
Streeter 3709. Field 1411. Lada-Mocarski 115. Not in Lande.
Simpson and Peter Dease led an overland expedition sent by the Hudson's Bay
Company to explore the coast of the Arctic Ocean from the Mackenzie River. Eastward they
reached Point Barrow in 1837, thus filling the gaps between Beechey's and Franklin's
discoveries; westward they almost reached the mouth of the Back River, and crossed over to
Victoria and King William Islands mapping their south shores in 1839. Dease Lake was named
after Peter Warren Dease by H.B.C. chief trader, John McLeod, as was Dease Strait by Sir John
Franklin. Dease joined Franklin's British Arctic land expedition, 1825-1827.

Patrick McGahern Books, Inc.

mcgahernbooks.ca
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31. WHITE, James
Place Names in Quebec. [With]: Place Names-Thousand Islands, St. Lawrence
River. [With]: Place Names-Northern Canada, [includes an extensive list of Northern
explorers and expeditions]. Complete as Issued. Ottawa. Ninth Report, Geographic Boards
of Canada. 1910. 24.5cm, pp153-455. with 5 large folding maps in rear pocket, bound in
half maroon roan, gilt decorated raised bands, double dark green leather labels, gilt titles,
maroon cloth boards, some slight wear on the spine edges, very good to fine but handle
with care

250.00

note: roan is a thin softer leather and with age, like us, does not take rough
handling.
Note 2: This is John Bockstoce’s copy, without his bookplate. He told me it was one
of his favorite books and the one he checked facts in the most. Contains: Places Names of
Quebec; Thousand Islands; Northern Canada; Expeditions in Northern Waters, 1576-1910;
list of Explorers, Ships Named “Arctic”; Bibliography of Principal Work.

Patrick McGahern Books, Inc.

mcgahernbooks.ca
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CANADIANA
32. [AMERICANA]. IRVING, Washington.
A Tour of the Prairies. By the Author of The Sketch Book. Philadelphia: Carey, Lea,
& Blanchard. 1835. 16mo, 16.6cm, 274p., preliminary leaf "Advertisement -&- The
"Crayon Miscellany" will appear in numbers ... etc., First American Edition, (p247., binger
of dawn; sheet bulk 11/16"; no rear advertisement pages, bound in contemporary half
black roan and blue marbled boards, gilt spine title and panel rules, some slight edge wear
and some occasional light foxing, very good to fine copy

250.00

BAL 10140; Wagner Camp 56:2; Howes I-86; Clark III:59; Sabin 35139. "Irving's
Western tour of 1832 was taken in response to the wide spread demand for a book on a
native subject from his pen after a long preoccupation with European themes, and also to
renew a youthful enthusiasm for the frontier. He traveled in the company of Herny L.
Ellsworth and Charles J. Latrobe, (see below), both of whom also wrote accounts of the
our: Ellsworth in a long letter to his wife eventually published as Washington Irving on the
Prairie (New York, 1937) and Latrobe in The Rambler in North America (London, 1835).
The party went down the Ohio and up the Mississippi to St. Louisiana and across the
country to Fort Gibson, where they were joined by guides and a detachment of mounted
Rangers. ..."(Clark).

Patrick McGahern Books, Inc.

mcgahernbooks.ca
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33. [AMERICANA]. Robert A. Reid, Publisher.
SEATTLE. The Queen City, Illustrated. Seattle,. Robert A. Reid, Publisher of Souvenir View Books. 1905. oblong 8vo, 14.5x 22cm,
c.90/100 pages of views, stiff illustrated wraps, stamples rusted, very good to fine condition

100.00

WorldCat, one copy, Un of Washington, indicated “1905 ie [1915]”.

Patrick McGahern Books, Inc.

mcgahernbooks.ca
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34. BELL, Michael
Painters In a New Land. From Annapolis Royal to the Klondike. Selected and
Introduced by... Toronto. McClelland and Stewart. 1973. sm. folio, 30cm, 224p., with 118
colour and 103 black and white plates and illustrations, bibliography, index, brown fine
grain linen, gilt spine titles, near fine copy in jacket that is chipped on the top spine edge
else a very good complete jacket.

50.00

Some of the over sixty artists, including Ackermann, Ainslie, Armstrong, George
Back, Bainbrigge, Bayfield, Cartwright, Bouchette, Boultbee, Cockburn, George Dartnell,
Thomas Davies, Lady Dufferin, Elizabeth Hale, Hall, George Heriot, W.G.R. Hind, Robert
Hood, Meres, Moodie (Susanna), Napier, Rindisbacher, Roper, George Seton, Warre,
Whymper ...

Patrick McGahern Books, Inc.
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35. [BELLEVILLE, Canada West. - 1860]. McLAREN, William
The Unity of the Human Race. (Header title).
A Lecture Delivered before the Members of the Belleville Young Men's Christian
Association, on the Evening of the 19th March, 1860; and Now Published at Their Request,
by the Rev. William McLaren, of John Street Presbyterian Church, Belleville C.W. Belleville.
Printed by E. Miles, "Chronicle" Office. 1860. 20cm, 31p., errata slip tipped in, printed
yellow wraps with title reprinted on the upper in frame border, about fine

50.00

A lecture arguing against the prevalent scientific theory of evolution, and
supporting the abolition of slavery. "..the universal brotherhood of man which makes
human chattelism an abomination." A scarce pre-Confederation Belleville imprint.

Patrick McGahern Books, Inc.
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Bouchette's Magnum Opus - Tall Copies in Publishers' Original Boards

36. BOUCHETTE, Joseph
The British Dominions in North America; or a Topographical and Statistical Description
of the provinces of Lower and Upper Canada, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, the Islands of
Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton. Including considerations on land
granting and emigration. To which are annexed, statistical tables and tables of distances.
Together with: A Topographical Dictionary of The Province of Lower Canada. London.
Published by Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown... 1832. 4to. 29cm, tall copies, in 3 volumes,
xxviii,498, & xii, 296,[viii] & [plus the un-paginated dictionary c.[300]p., complete with 31
plates, maps and plans (inc. 2 folding), in publisher's original boards rebacked in light grey
cloth with paper labels, board front corners bumped, more often found with some foxing or
discolouration this set is clean, fine condition

2,200.00

Abbey Travel, 622. T.P.L. 1627. Lande 1594. Sabin 6848 & 6851. Gagnon I-527. Morgan
p43.
Joseph Bouchette was Surveyor-General of Lower Canada from 1804 until his death
in 1841. He was the nephew of the Surveyor-General for the Northern District of North
America in the latter part of the 18th century; his son, Joseph Jr., became Surveyor-General
of Canada.
Bouchette worked studiously and travelled extensively over a period of fifteen years
to produce the most accurate and important topographical works of his time on British North
America. Spendlove p86.... "Bouchette's books have played an important part in the
geography and topography of Canada, some of them were illustrated by himself and he was
also a noted cartographer"

Patrick McGahern Books, Inc.
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37. CANADA. Department of Indian Affairs.
Annual Report of the Department of Indian Affairs for the Year Ended 30th June,
1896. Ottawa, Printed by S.E. Dawson. 1897. tall 8vo, 25cm, xxxi,571p., folding map
“General Plan showing Irrigation Canal constructed on the Blackfoot Indian Reserve”, and
7 plate illustrations, modern plain wrappers, a fine copy thus

200.00

The annual reports contain a wealth of information regarding the Native Tribes
across Canada, including a detailed census of each Band across the country, locations of
the Bands, names of all of the Indian Agents and the location of their districts, complete
financial records, etc., etc.

Patrick McGahern Books, Inc.

mcgahernbooks.ca
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38. CANADA. Canadian Post Card Collection.
c.1,200 post cards, from across Canada, coast to coast including the north, a few on the arctic. Nearly all are printed photographs, with text
printed on the back, nearly all are unused and are mainly black and white... a few have directions to the printer indicating the anonymous
photographer had post card publisher... no dates located but nearly all are c.1940's/1950's. / 60"s

600.00

An extraordinary record of the country, coast to coast and the north. Big town, small towns, out of the way places, country roads, back
roads..

Patrick McGahern Books, Inc.
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39. CHAMBERS, Ernest J. (1862-1925) Edited by
The Origin and Services of the Prince of Wales Regiment. Including a brief history
of the Militia of French Canada, and of the Canadian Militia since Canada became a British
Colony. With an Account of the Different Actions in which they have Engaged, including
the Northwest Rebellion of 1885. Montreal. E.L. Ruddy. 1897. folio, 30.5cm, 99,xx.p.,
numerous plates, illustrations & portraits, printed on heavier photo finished paper, staple
bound, wanting the original cover and the last advertising page, title page is dust worn,
last three ad pages are chipped and frayed on the margins, a good working copy, as is, of
the now rare Canadian military history.

150.00

Not in Peel. Cooke p127. Includes "List of officers who have served in the 1st or
Prince of Wales Regiment"

Patrick McGahern Books, Inc.
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40. CHAMPLAIN Society. [Bibliographic Ephemera].
Publications of the Champlain Society. [Toronto. 1939]. Mimeographed typescript
list, 8.5"x 14", 2 pages stapled, folded, listing the first 26 volumes (Colnett is described as
being in the press), and including the first two volumes in the Hudson Bay Company series,
very good plus

Patrick McGahern Books, Inc.

15.00

mcgahernbooks.ca
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41. COATES, Hazel Ashe,
Story of Ascot. Parts of Ranges I to V, 1803-1948. Eaton Road, Spring Road,
Johnville Road or Glenburn, Glenday Neighbourhood, Moulton Hill, Huntingville and
Roads Leading East and North. Np. Ascot Women's Institute. 1949. 4to., 84p., typescript,
many illustrations, portraits, map, printed stiff light blue wraps, scarce
75.00
Beaulieu. Canadian Local Histories... La Province De Quebec. p126. In the Eastern
Townships, it is now called Ascot Corners.

Patrick McGahern Books, Inc.
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42. COKE, Edward Thomas
A Subaltern's Furlough: Descriptive of Scenes in Various Parts of the United States,
Upper and Lower Canada, New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia, During the Summer and Autumn
of 1832. London: Saunders and Otley. 1833. 8vo. 21.5cm, The First Edition, xi,485,[1]p, folding
lithographed map (route outlined in colours), and 12 chine colle* lithographed plates after
sketches by the author, folding lithographed plate of autographs "of the Signatures to the
Declaration of Independence", the plates are good clear strikes, but the mounts and text have
some toning and or foxing, as usual, in contemporary half dark green calf, gilt decorated raised
bands, full gilt decorations and borders in the panels, dark crimson leather label, marbled
boards are dark, a very good copy

900.00

*Chine collé is a process by which the image is produced on thin India paper and dry
mounted onto the plate producing a clearer sharper image.
Lande 1682. T.P.L. 7315 (cf. 1703 for New York edition issued without plates). Dionne
II-1084. Gagnon 1-925. Howes C-546. Sabin 14239. Story p103. Finest Edition. An interesting
account of the author's travels through and impressions of Philadelphia, Baltimore,
Washington, New York, Boston, Trenton, the Shaker Colony at Lebanon Springs, York,
Kingston, Thousand Islands, Montreal, Quebec, Fredericton, St. John's, Halifax. Coke's tour
was cut short by fear of the cholera epidemic. His narrative includes remarks on the miserable
conditions of the emigrants at York, and of the tensions surrounding the Maine - New
Brunswick border dispute for control of the lumbering territory, which eventually led to the
Aroostook War in 1839. The attractive series of plates includes views of Niagara Falls,
Abraham's Heights and the Citadel of Quebec, Government House in Fredericton, St. John's,
and Halifax from the Boat above Bedford Basin.

Patrick McGahern Books, Inc.
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43. DEFEBAUGH, James Elliott
History of The Lumber Industry of America. Chicago. American Lumberman. 1906.
Thick sm4to, 24cm, in 2 volumes, xiii,559 & xiii,[i1],655pp., with 18 plate illustrations,
bound in half brown morocco, black ruled bands, gilt titles and gilt border decorations on
the spines, maroon cloth boards, t.e.g., some slight wear at the spine edges, small tear at
the top of vol.1, vol.2 is lightly faded (titles clear), a very good set of the rare first edition
500.00
Volume One deals with lumbering in Canada and general subjects. Volume two
with the history of the lumber industry in the United States. The author was editor of
American Lumberman magazine.

Patrick McGahern Books, Inc.
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44. THE DOMINION BANK, Toronto.
Cartoons. 50th Anniversary Dinner in the Head Office the Dominion Bank, Toronto, January 25th, 1921. (Cover title). [Toronto].
[Publisher not identified]. [1921]. oblong 4to, 25x 33m, 24 unnumbered pages of portrait cartoons of the Bank Executive, all with tissue
guards, marbled tan wrappers, string tied, wrappers heavily chipped on the edges, internally fine and clean, rare

250.00

Not in Aurora, WorldCat 1 record. No listing lcoated.

Patrick McGahern Books, Inc.
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45. DODDS, E. King
Every Man His Own Horse and Cattle Doctor. Compiled from the works of the most
celebrated European, American and Canadian Veterinary Authorities, By E. King Dodds,
editor of "The Can¬adian Sportsman and Live Stock Journal" [established 1870], assisted
by several eminent "Vets". Also how to develop speed in Horses, and How best to break
and tame them. A few interesting chapters are also devoted to the breaking and training
of colts. The Whole Book Superbly Illustrated. Toronto. Printed by the Canadian
Sportsman and Live Stock Journal Printing and Publishing Company. 1886. sm 4to, 24.5cm,
543p. with numerous plates from engravings, original blind and gilt decorated dark brown
pebbled cloth, gilt horse-head encompassed in gilt horse-shoe on the upper cover, paper
slightly toned, expertly restored, very good to fine condtion, rare

500.00

No standard references located
An extensive outline of the various aspects of horse and livestock ownership, and
how to train and treat the animals. Includes a glossary section detailing the diseases of
the horse, caring for the animals in winter, training horses and exercise regimens, as well
as an extensive section on the common maladies of other agricultural livestock. Illustrated
with engravings of eminent horses of the late-nineteenth century.

Patrick McGahern Books, Inc.
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46. DOUGHTY, Arthur G.
Under The Lily and The Rose. A Short History of Canada for Children. Toronto &
London. J.M. Dent & Sons. 1931. tall8vo, 23.8cm, in 2 volumes, xix,165 & ix,172pp.,
Limited to 250 Numbered Sets of which 220 are for sale, this being # 106. with 40 tipped
in colour plates from original drawings by Cockburn, Kreighoff, Jefferys, Simpson, Roper,
Perrigard, Hennessey, A.G. King & Des Clayes., in full dark blue crushed morocco, raised
bands, gilt titles and extra gilt decorations in the panels, full gilt decorations (floral de lis
pattern design) and titles on the upper covers, edges ruled in gilt, wide gilt inner dentelles,
t.e.g., blue marbled endpapers, about fine condition

500.00

Doughty, former librarian at the Quebec Legislative Library, had a keen interest in
Quebec history and wrote and edited several important works. He became Dominion
Archivist in 1904 until 1936, where he instituted a systematic search for collections of
historical material to supplement the public records. He also initiated a series of Archives
publictions. Under the Lily and the Rose, is a history of Canada for Children, 2v. 1928.
(Story).

Patrick McGahern Books, Inc.
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First British Edition of the First History of America
Written as a Whole, by a Resident of America

47. DOUGLASS, William
A Summary, Historical and Political of the First Planting, Progressive
Improvements, and Present State of the British Settlements in North-America. Containing:
I. Some general Account of ancient and modern Colonies, the granting and settling of the
British Continent and West India Island Colonies, with some transient Remarks concerning
the adjoining French and Spanish Settlements, and other Remarks of various Natures. II.
The Hudson's-Bay Company's Lodges, Fur and Skin Trade. III. Newfoundland Harbours and
Cod-Fishery. IV. The Province of L'Accadie or Nova-Scotia: with the Vicissitudes off the
Property and Jurisdiction thereof, and its present State. V. The federal Grants of
Sagadahock, Province of Maine, Massachusetts-Bay, and New-Plymouth, united by a New
Charter in the present of Province of Massachusetts-Bay, commonly called New-England.
In Two Volumes.

Boston, New England. London, re-printed for R. Baldwin. 1755. 8vo, 19.8x 12.5cm, First British Edition, in 2 volumes, 568 & 416p., with
engraved front folding map by Thomas Jeffreys, hand coloured in outline (expert repair in the first panel), in contemporary full calf, expertly
rebacked,. raised bands, original crushed crimson labels, all edges stained red, a fine set, rare

4,500.00

First British Edition of the First History of America Written as a Whole, by a Resident of America.

Patrick McGahern Books, Inc.
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O’Dea, 153. “Concerning the island of Newfoundland and its codfishery,.... Contains records of
the early planters in 1701, 1730's and 1750's. Copy at M lacks the three [?] maps... “ - Waldon. Biblio
Canadiana Published in Great Britain, 1519-1763, p362.; cf.Lande 193; T.P.L. 225(1760) & 4711 (1755)
[Wanting map]; Howes D-436; Clark I-226; Sabin 20726. Evans 6307. Wroth. American Bookshelf, pp.8791.
Howes. Douglass was a Scottish physician living in Boston. Although not a work noted for its
accuracy, Wroth comments, "Modern critics of the SUMMARY have overlooked the fact that its author
was the first to attempt this story from the viewpoint of a resident American.," and further quotes a
contemporary critic in the MONTHLY REVIEW as finding it "a fuller and more circumstantial account of
North America, than is any where else to be met with." In his PRESENT STATE OF NORTH AMERICA (London, 1755) John Huske wrote: "There
is not one Work yet published to the World in our Language that in any Degree
deserves the Title of a History of North America, but Smith's HISTORY OF
VIRGINIA, and Douglass's SUMMARY. And this last is only valuable for being the
best Collection of facts in general, for a future Historian, that was ever made or
published." The completion and publication of the work was interrupted by
Douglass' death during the outbreak of the smallpox epidemic of 1752. A work
of major importance in the writing of American history.
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48. DUCHARME, Leon (Leandre)
Journal of a Political Exile in Australia. Translated & Edited by George Mackaness.
Reprinted: of the 1944 limited edition, at: Dubbo, Review Publications, nd. 1976. 8vo,
21.5cm, reprinted , 79p., with 6 illustrations (4 portraits, facsimile of the original title page
& a map; including frontis portrait “Papineau”), printed light green card wraps, fine
30.00
A translation, with introduction and notes, of "Journal d'un Exile Politique aux
Terres australes" (1845) by Louis Leandre Ducharme (1815-1897). A "Patriote" , Ducharme
was found guilty of treason following the Rebellion of 1838 in Lower Canada. and exiled
to Australia. Pardoned in 1845, Ducharme returned to Montreal where he published his
"Journal", one of only two memoirs by the 58 French-Canadians transported to Australia.
Number IX of the "Australian Historical Monograph" series. Mackaness has dedicated the
translation to Dora Hood, who was then a prominent Toronto bookseller
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Government Scandal concerning Alcohol Smuggling to United States

49. DUNCAN, Walter
Report of Walter Duncan (Special Investigating Officer for the Department of Finance)
Regarding the Conduct of Officers of the Customs Department. Presented to the Minister of
Customs on February 8, 1926, and to the Special House of Commons Committee on April 27,
1926. and to the Special House of Commons Committee on April 27, 1926. "Confidential". Np.
[Ottawa]. No Publisher (Self published). 1926. 8vo, 23cm, 16p., toned, on fragile paper
(newsprint), fine considering the fragile paper, rare

150.00

Not in "Canadian Customs and Excise, An Annotated Bibliography" (1979), nor in
Aurora or World Cat.
Prohibition in the United States ran from 1920 to 1933. The Report is addressed to
George Boivin, Minister of Customs and Excise, regarding an investigation concerning alcohol
smuggling from Quebec into the United States involving a Customs and Excise employee in
Montreal. Due to indifference to the government scandal by Boivin and the Department,
Duncan resigned; "I have done my duty fearlessly, honestly and indiscriminately. Is it my
reward for doing my duty to be slandered in the Public Press from Coast to Coast through a
statement made by an Honourable Minister of the Crown on the floor of the House?" Perhaps designation "Confidential" accounts for the pamphlet's rarity.
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50. FRASER, Alexander
A History of Ontario. Its Resources and Development. Illustrated. Toronto & Montreal.
The Canada History Company. 1907. Thick4to. 27.5cm, in 2 volumes, xvi,678p., & [679],1308p., continuos pagination, with 198 monochrome portrait plates, bound in full black
morocco, blind stamped decorations on the boards, raised bands, gilt titles, marbled
endpapers with inner leather hinges, a.e.g., hinges expertly repaired, small chip on the top
spine edge of volume one, a very good to fine set, very scarce

250.00

Story p615. A general history from the time of the first settlement, it gives a wellorganized and dispassionate account of political events and expressed pride in the province's
achievements in utilizing its resources; the second volume contains biographical sketches.
Alexander Fraser, 1860-1946, journalist, archivist and historian. He came to Canada in
1886, and became city editor of the Toronto Mail and Empire. In 1903 he as appointed Ontario
provincial archivist until retirement in 1935. Many archive reports were issued under his name
and he was the author of The Last Laird of McNab, 1899; The 48th Highlanders of Toronto,
1900; The History of Ontario, 2 vols, 1907; and was the editor of The Clan Fraser of Canada,
1895. He took a great interest in Scottish organization in Canada, and was grand chief of the
Sons of Scotland, president of the Gaelic Society of Canada, and president of the Scottish
Canadian Association. For twenty years he was also aide-camp to the Lieut. Governor of
Ontario.
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In the Original Thirty-Six Parts as First Issued

51. GRANT, George Munro [edited by]
Picturesque Canada: The Country As It Was and Is. Illustrated under the
supervision of L.R. O'Brien. Toronto. Belden Bros. [1882]. 34cm, folio. in the original 36
parts, ix,440 & xii(441)-880pp., with 36 plate views on heavy stock paper and over 500
wood-engraved full-page and text illustrations, in the original printed wraps, in near fine
condition, noteworthy in this condition

400.00

One of the first comprehensive topographical view books to cover the entire
country and for most people, one of their first looks at the country as a whole. This edition
was issued in thirty-six monthly issues between 1882 to 1884, each with a fine front view
on heavier stock paper. It represented wood-engraving at it best, particularly on these
plates. These are sometimes described as steel engravings which they are not but they
are that good. The parts were issued again in 1894; Toronto. James Clarke, Publisher.
1894, published weekly), but only on cheaper paper with these plates printed in the text.
The picture editor was Lucius R. O’Brien, prominent Canadian artist and first president of
the Royal Canadian Academy. George Munro Grant, principal of Queen’s University,
Kingston, and the author of books on Canada, wrote a few of the parts here. See Dennis
Reid. Our Own Country Canada" p 298.
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52. HEAD, George
Forest Scenes and Incidents in The Wilds of North America; being A Diary of A
Winter's Route from Halifax to The Canadas, and during Four Months' Residence in the
Woods on the Borders of Lakes Huron and Simcoe. (Facsimile Reprint of London. John
Murray. 1838.) Toronto. Coles. 1970. 8vo, 21cm, v,363p., maroon cloth, black spine label,
titles stamped in gold colour on the spine and cover, as issued, fine as new

40.00

The hardcover is uncommon ~ The author, a British army officer and veteran of
the Peninsular Wars, came to Canada in 1814 to examine the defence of the Lake Huron
naval establishment. This is the record of his ten months stay in Canada, from November
1814 to August 1815, describing his twelve hundred mile overland journey form Halifax to
Lake Huron.

Patrick McGahern Books, Inc.
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Includes the "Canadian Minuets" Plate

53. HERIOT, George
[Travels Through the Canadas; Containing a Description of the Picturesque Scenery
on Some of the Rivers and Lakes; With an Account of the Productions, Commerce, and
Inhabitants of those Provinces: to Which is Subjoined a comparative View of the Manners
and Customs of Several of the Indian Nations of North and South America.] (being: The
Series Title Page). London, Printed For Sir Richard Phillips, 1808. 8vo, 20.8cm, 232,[vii,i],
(index & binding directions), with 4 folding aquatint plates (Quebec from Cape Diamond;
Fall of Montmorenci in Winter; Fall of the Grand Chaudiere, on the Outaouais River & the
famous "Canadian Minuets"), rebound in full polished dark brown goat, raised bands, gilt
titles, marbled endpapers, fine thus, the plates have some foxing or transfer, the sepia
toned aquatint they are good clear strikes very good to fine

350.00

T.P.L. 809. This is volume seven (part 3), 232p. (abridgment of a work published in
1801) from Sir R. Phillips "A Collection of Modern and Contemporary Voyages and Travels,
1805-10", in 11 volumes. Without a separate title-page as issued; two indexes, Millin’s
Travels and Heriot’s Travels.
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Travel Diary Containing Factual Descriptions of Upper Canada

54. JAMESON, Mrs. [Anna]
Winter Studies and Summer Rambles in Canada. London. Saunders and Otley. 1838.
12mo. 18.5cm, in 3 volumes, xiv,315 & vi,341 & vi,356pp, in contemporary half calf, wide gilt
ruled raised bands, full blind stamped flora decorations in the panels, gilt titles, marbled
boards, some wear on the boards and spine edges, 1.8cm circular chip out of the spine on
volume three, a good to very good set of the scarce First Edition

900.00

Lande 2165. T.P.L. 2165. Sabin 35731. Story p387.
"This travel diary contains several factual descriptions of Toronto and Upper Canada
in the late 1830s. After leaving Toronto, Jameson encounters Indian, settlers and voyageur
life first-hand, and her unfavourable first impressions of Canadian society are dramatically
reversed. The author's highly personal observations and her sudden adaptation to the new
environment give a fictional dimension to her account". Fee & Cawker. Canadian Fiction.
Anna Jameson was a noted English bluestocking, whose acquaintances included the
Schlegels, Tieck and Ottilie von Gothe. Indeed, it was with the greatest reluctance that she left
Europe and joined her husband, (the Attorney-General), in Toronto. However, once there, her
active intelligence combined with an equally active distaste for her husband's company
provided the incentive for travel and observation. From 1836 to 1838 she travelled
throughout the Province gaining impressions of the scenery, society and historical
background of Upper Canada. One of the finest set pieces is a description of a fire in the Irish
quarter; born in Dublin (her father was a famous Irish miniature painter), she describes the
plight of the victims with great feeling. However, she remained unmoved by the sight of
Niagara Falls, writing "it was sung to me in my cradle that I should live to be disappointed even in the Falls of Niagara".
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55. KOOTENAY Mining Standard
July Annual Kootenay Mining Standard, 1899 : An Illustrated Journal Showing the
Beauties and Resources of the Kootenays. Endorsed by the various Municipal Bodies and
Boards of Trade through out the District. Vol. 1. No. 11. Rossland, B.C.. Kootenay Minging
Standard. 1899. folio, 29.6cm, 90,[21]p., advertisements, with 64 illustrations and plates
(illus., maps, portraits), printed in triple columns on finished gloss paper producing clear
images, the original illustrated printed wraps, plain spine frayed, wraps dust worn, some
slight wrinkling on the bottom front corner, a very good copy, includes a subscription form
laid in at the special edition, rare

250.00

Lowther1361. The July 1899 issue, a special annual, give descriptions of mining
activities, local comminutes, etc.
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56. LATROBE, Charles Joseph
The Rambler in North America: MDCCCXXXII - MDCCCXXXIII. [1832-1833]. London.
Published by R.B. Seeley and W. Burnside. 1835. 12mo, 20cm, the first edition, in 2 volumes.,
xi,321,[l(ad)] & viii,336pp., original green patterned cloth, neatly rebacked with the original
spines laid down, gilt spine titles, the front free fly has 2 large chips, otherwise very good to
fine set in publisher’s original binding

600.00

Charles Latrobe, author of The Alpenstock, was a “confessed cascade hunter”. He
pierced into Canada twice during his American tour, once crossing from Buffalo to Niagara
and back via London to Detroit, the other time crossing the mountains of northern Maine
through to the valley of the Chaudiére, proceeding to the Falls on the Saint-Maurice,
Grand’Mère, “Shawinnegane”, and the little falls at Les Chats, and back to the American side.
In Upper Canada, chatting with Indians at the Moravian mission, he noted sadly that most
wore European costume, with the ex-ception of the aged Old Boar, who wore “leggins and a
scalp lock”. London he glumly dismissed; he agreed with his friend Washington Irving that the
Canadian provinces held ”no particular interest”. (Watterston)
Latrobe came to America in 1832 in an attempt to take the young Swiss Count de Pourtales away from home and to experience some
excitement in the wild countries. In the course of the next two years, the two went on four trips to the South, as well in the West where they went
buffalo hunting with Henry L. Ells-worth and Wash-ington Irving (to whom the book is dedicated). Irving described Latrobe as "a man of a thousand
occupations; a botanist, a geologist, a hunter of beetles and butterflies, a musical amateur, sketcher of no mean pretensions... a very indefatigable,
if not always a very successful, sportsman." Clark - "There is a good description of a Florida plantation."
Waterston. p60; Lande s1238. Buck 250; Clark III: 62; Field 894; Graff 2413; Howes L-127; Rader 2206; Sabin 39222 (wrongly calling for a
map which did not appear until the second edition of 1836). Wagner-Camp(4) 57: 1.
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57. [LOCKWOOD, A.M. - compiler].
History of the 7th Canadian Medium Regiment, R.C.A. From 1st September, 1939
to 8th June 1945. World War 2. 8vo, 23cm, 112,[17]p., nominal Roll, illustrations, 6 folded
maps on onion skin paper, original blue cloth, gilt spine and cover titles, a fine copy, rare
250.00
Cooke p255. No copies on line nor in our catalogues 57-296.
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58. MacLEAN’S.
MacLean’s. “Canada’s National Magazine”. Canada for Holidays and Travel:
Toronto. July 1st, 1926. Folio. 35.5x 28cm (13.¾” x 11"), 80p., numerous plates and
illustrations, travel maps, many advertisements, colour illustrated wrapper, on somewhat
fragile paper, not many copies could survive, small half inch unobtursive tear mid spine,
this is very good to fine considering

100.00

The full page cover illustration title is: Early Evening: Howe Sound, B.C.
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59. MAIR, Charles
Tecumseh, A Drama and Canadian Poems. Dreamland and other poems. The
American Bison. Through the Mackenzie Basin. Memories and Reminiscences. The
Christino Edition De Luxe, Limited and Numbered Edition of 974 sets, this being #58.
Toronto. Radisson Society. 1926. tall8vo, 24cm, lxxii469p., with 32 plates, in publisher’s
full maroon *roan, gilt titles and panel decorations on the spine, edition crest and gilt
borders on the upper cover, pattern endpapers, t.e.g., a fine bright copy 200.00
“Charles Mair, 1838-1927, poet, was born at Lanark, Upper Canada. Educated at
Queen’s, Kingston, he became first a journalist, and was one of the originators of the
“Canada First” movement in 1868. In 1870 he represented the Montreal Gazette during
the Riel rebellion, and was imprisoned and narrowly escaped being shot by the rebles. He
spent the rest of his life in the West, either on the prairies or in British Columbia, was an
officer of the Governor-General’s Body Guard during the second Riel Rebellion in 1885,
and was later employed in the Canadian civil service in the West. ... “. Wallace. DCB.
*Roan. A thin sheepskin tanned in sumach, dyed and finished with a smooth or
embossed grain for use in bookbinding, often as a substitute for moroco. It is not as
durable”. - Glaistor. Glossary of the Book. ~ Because the leather is thinner it is subject to
decay if allowed to dry out over many years. Not the case with the present copy.
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60. MORGAN, Lorne T.
The Permanent War, or, Homo the Sap. (cover title). Toronto. Published by the
Workers Educational Association. [1943]. 12mo, 17cm. 64p., illustrated, original printed
yellow wraps, very good copy

40.00

Weinrich 2587. An economic satire supported by statistics that what is needed for
economic security is a state of permanent war.
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61. [NATIVE Languages]. - L.J.C. & M.J.*
Evangiles pour tous les Dimanches et Fétes de l’ Année. Traduits pour les Peaux-DeLievre du Vicariat Apostolique des Oblats de Marie au Mackenzie (Territoire du Canada). And:
Premiére Partie du Supplément. [Header title]. La Passion de Notre-Seigneur Jesus Christ
traduite en PEAU-DE-LIÉVRE d’apré la Concorbance des Ebangiles.[Imprint at the bottom of
the last page}. Mission de D. D. De Bonne-Espérance, Fort Good Hope. Missions du Mackenzie
(Canada). 18 Mars, 1894. Henri Aubemarch, Prêtre O.M.I. — (line) Printed in Belgoim, by
Desclée, De Brouwer & Co. Bruges. Nd.
Société Saint-Augustin. Descler. De Bruwer et Cie. 1915. 12mo, first edition, 2 volumes
in One, 163 & 94p., in salavics, many full page (religious) illustrations throughout, in the
original elaborated blind decorated maroon brown cloth, gilt spine titles, all edges red, despite
the use of inferior paper this copy is mint

200.00

Not in Aurora nor Banks. Books in Native Language; nor WorldCat; ABE. No listings
located. Cf. Banks. Books in Native Languages in the Rare Book Collections of the National
Library of Canada pages 42-43 for several other books produced under L.J.C. & M.J.
The Sub- title translates as: Translated for the Peaux-De-Lievre (means “hare skin”) of
the Apostolic Vicariate of the Oblates of Mary in Mackenzie. Cf. also: Avis... Dictionary of
Canadianism... 1967: p326... “Hare Indian dog”. Tytler. Progress of Discovery... 1833.. ... We
can here afford space only for a few lines regarding the Hare Indian, or Mackenzie River Dog.,
... is the race domesticated among the Indians of the Mackenzie River district. It is
characterized by a narrow, elongated and pointed muzzle, by erect sharp ears, and by a bushy
tail not carried erect but slightly curved upwards, as well as by a fine silky hair mixed with thick
under fur. Another Reference, 1949. The Hare Indian Dog, was found only with the Indian
tribes which lived along the borders Great Bear Lake and the Mackenzie ...
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The Famous Lampooning Annual Press Gallery Dinners

62. [OTTAWA]. Parliamentary Press Gallery
Four Press Gallery Dinner Satirical Programs, 1951-1954. :
(1). - Martin's Wealth & Hellfire. In this issue "Who Wants to be Healthy?" Vol. 1.
No.1. April 28, 1951.
(2). - A Taxpayer's Guide to Ottawa. June 7, 1952. Press Gallery Dinner.
(3). - The Canadian Liberal. Jobs for All. Pre-Election Issue. A Survey of Irrational
Affairs. Parliamentary Press Gallery Dinner. February 7, 1953.
(4.) - C.D. Looks Ahead. The Government House at Ottawa. Saturday, the 20th day
of March, 1954. Present: His Excellency the Governor General in Council.
Ottawa. Parliamentary Press Gallery. 1951-1954., various sizes & paginations,
numerous illustrations, all in illustrated wraps and are generally in fine condition
100.00
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An Interesting Ottawa Association Copy

63. [OTTAWA]. [RANYARD, L.N], by L.N.R.
The Book and its Story, a Narrative for the Young. New York. Robert Carter &
Brothers. 1864 12mo, 463p., engraved frontis plate “The First Reading of the Bible in the
crypt of the old St. Pauls, A.D. 1541", text illustrations, in the original blind decorated
pebbled dark cloth, gilt spine titles, wear on the edges, coated yellow endpapers, good to
very good sound copy
An interesting Ottawa association copy. ."J. Hinton" would probably be Joseph
Hinton, one of the earliest settlers in the Richmond Military Colony c.[1820] and father of
Robert Hinton who founded Hintonburg, now part of Dalhousie Ward, Ottawa. Austin Lett
is believed to be the son of William Pittman Lett, one of the earliest settlers in Ottawa
(then Bytown) and City Clerk of Ottawa from 1855 to 1892. With the label of prominent
19th century Ottawa bookseller, John Durie on Sparks Street.
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64. [PEMBROKE]. - Ink Blotter.
Jeddo-Highland Coal. Aristocrat of Atroeite. Pembroke Cash Coal Supply. 400 Mary Street. Pembroke, Ont. Phone 144 & 145. John W.
Tennant. - colour printed ad on the upper side, traditional pink on the blotting side, fine as new condition
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65. PRESTON, T.R.
Three Years' Residence in Canada, from 1837 to 1839. With Notes of a Winter Voyage
to New York, and Journey thence to the British Possessions: to which is added, A Review of
the Condition of the Canadian People. London. Richard Bentley. 1840. 12mo. 20.5cm, the first
edition, 2 volumes in One, xii,285,[2] ads., & vi,307pp., half title in volume one, in
contemporary style half dark green morocco, gilt decorated raised bands, dark crimson
crushed morocco label, gilt ruled borders on the marbled boards, half title guard on the fore
edge, a fine tall copy

1,100.00

By T.R. Preston, Late of the Government Service at Toronto.
Sabin 65378. Story p104. Matthews p98. Dionne II-1192. Gagnon I- 2804. Lande 724.
T.P.L. 2302. There is no mistaking the element of pique in the disdainful comments of Canada
made by... Preston's first impress-ions were gained under unfortunate circumstances. He
arrived at Quebec in February 1827, was in Montreal during the riot that precipitated the
rebellion in that province, and reached Kingston during the height of the excitement over the
outbreak in Toronto under William Lyon Mackenzie. For the rest of his stay he was employed
in Toronto. His bias appears in his criticism of the ‘stagnant' British colonies as compared to
the vigorous life of the United States, while the emergence of vigorous qualities among the
second generation of Canadians is deprecated on the ground that young Canadians would be
far better employed in agriculture or business than in over-crowding the professions and
becoming competitors for public employment. It was Preston's view that Toronto society was
pretentious. (Story).
His work in the government service in Toronto 1837-1839; descriptions of the chief
towns, politics, economics, business, public works, land grants, condition of the Indians,
settlers, etc..
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With 62 Plates, 57 Hand Coloured inc 8 Colour Plates by Catlin
Sixteen Fine Colour Portraits of North American Indians
Including the Ojibway and Sioux Nations

66. PRICHARD, James Cowles
The Natural History of Man; comprising Inquiries into the Modifying Influence of
Physical and Moral Agencies on the Different Tribes of the Human Family. Fourth Edition,
Edited and Enlarged by Edwin Norris. London, Paris, Madrid. H. Bailliere, Publisher. 1855.
tall8vo. 24.2cm, fourth (and best) edition, xxiv,343 & vii,[-342],720p., with 62 plates, 57
colour plates (53 hand colour lithographs and 4 one colour tinted lithographs & including
8 colour plates by Catlin), 5 engraved plates, and 100 wood-engraved text illustrations, in
the original plumb cloth, blind stamped decorated borders on the boards with gilt pictorial
portrait illustrations on the upper covers, repeat in blind on the bottom board, gilt spine
titles and decorations, orig. cloth yellow endpapers, some expert repairs, some occasional
light foxing as usual, complete with half titles, very good to fine condition, an attractive
set

900.00
Sabin 65474. - "Eight of the plates are identified as being by Catlin, at least 6 more

are almost certainly by Catlin" (Sabin). There are sixteen fine colour portraits of North
American Indians including the Ojibway and Sioux nations. The others plates cover south
American, African, Asian and Pacific Islanders, etc. The plates are well drawn and
attractively coloured.
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Upper - Lower Canada Business Archives - Documents 1836-1844

67. [ROBERTSON Masson Company].
A collection of over fifty documents between Montreal based, Robertson Masson
Company and numerous clients primarily in Upper Canada and dated from 1836 to 1844.
Although several are completed from printed documents, most are hand-written and include
bills of sale, receipts, correspondence (mostly about methods of payment), and even a deed
(Prescott) and letter of reference (Bytown). The documents originate from all parts of Upper
Canada including Bytown, Kingston, Prescott, Chatham, Cobourg, Belleville, St. Catharines,
Hamilton, Brockville, Kempville and Oshawa.
The Robertson Masson Company was an import/export company with Hugh
Robertson managing the Glasgow side and Joseph Masson (1791-1847), the Montreal part.
From the documentation, potash and grain appear to be the primary exports. Items needed
in the Canadas were imported, particularly textiles. The company was one of the leading
Quebec companies of the nineteenth century and expanded into banking and into shipping
and canal building. The documents provide a unique insight into the scope of the business.
Montreal. Robertson Masson Company. 1836-1844. Being 50 documents, handwritten, two havedam the rest are very good to fine condition,
1,500.00
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68. ROWAN, John J.
The Emigrant and Sportsman in Canada. Some experiences of an Old Country
Settler. With sketches of Canadian Life, Sporting Adventure, and Observations on the
Forests and Fauna. London. Edward Stanford. 1876. 20cm, The First Edition,
viii,440,[32]p., ads., colour folding frontis map, in the original green cloth, black stamped
borders and decorations on the boards, gilt spine titles, some expert restoration, a very
good sound copy

600.00

Phillips. Bibliography American Sporting Books, p325. Brurns R-118. Heckscher
1670. Wetzel p205. "More of less and Emigrant's guide book. Chapters on various
provinces include "The Angler", salmon rivers, fly fishing, etc.". W&S p180. Starkman
p102.
Numerous descriptions of hunting all kinds of game in eastern Canada, including
Anticosti." A fascinating book, the author has humour and is a real sportsman. It is a guide
to early sporting life in Canada, dealing with duck and quail shooting in Ontario; Moose,
Caribou and wildfowl shooting in Quebec; Bass and Salmon fishing in New Brunswick;
angling in Cape Breton and on Anticosti Island. - Bruns notes "a truly remarkable book.
The author has a wide and accurate knowledge of the fishes, and of the animals as well. A
gold mine of incredible sporting information. Very rare."
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69. [ST. JOHN, New Brunswick].
Published by Skillings & Knowles
St. John, New Brunswick and Vicinity Illustrated. (cover titlle). St. John. New
Brunswick Skillings & Knowles, Publishers. 1894. oblong, 19x 25cm, 63p., numerous plates
and illustrations, many composites, printed on heavier photo finish paper, issue without
title page, in the original brown cloth, gilt flora border block titles on the upper cover, flora
pattern endpapers, very good condition - excellent images – rare
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70. [STEREOSCOPE Cards]. - BOER WAR
Thirteen stereoscope cards relating to the Boer War:
1. Edinburgh Castle-Gordon Highlanders before leaving for the War in South Africa.
2. Her Majesty's Heroes marching into Colenso, S.A., after the Boer's defeat. Dec.
31st.
3. Royal Munster Fusiliers fighting from behind the Redoubt at Honey Nest Kloof,
(Feb 16) , S. Africa.
4. Removing Wounded from the Wagons at the Field Hospital, Modder River, S.
Africa.
5. The Canadians-Preparation for War- to uphold British Rights-Cape Town, South
Africa.
6. A halt for rest-the Guards Brigade on the March to Kroonstadt-Boer War, S.A.
7. Lord Roberts, Commander in Chief of the British Army in Africa.
8. The greatest living British Soldier- Lord Roberts planning the advance on PretoriaReit Spruit, S.A.
9. Marines of H.M.S. "Niobe" cheering news from the front, Cape Town, South Africa.
10. Field Cornet Pretorius, Daughters, and gun captured at Colenso, S.A.
11. In a Field Hospital on the Tugela River.
12. Ward in General Hospital No. 10-formerly Grey's College- Bloemfontein, S.A.
13. The Warwicks skirmishing with Boers near Weppener, East of Bloemfontein, S.A.

New York, London, Toronto. Underwood & Underwood, Publishers. 1900-1901.
|Standard size stereoscope cards (3.5 x 18 cm), double views, some light soiling, good
250.00
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71. [STEREOSCOPE Cards]. - CANADA
Six Stereoscope Cards relating to Canada.

1. Market Place and Nelson's Monument, Montreal, Canada. (1894).
2. Sir Wilfrid Laurier, Premier of Canada and Wife. (1896).
3. Sir Wilfrid Laurier, Premier of Canada, passing the National Gallery, Diamond
Jubilee Procession, London, Eng. (1897).
4. Her Majesty Queen Victoria. 1837 (Diamond Jubilee) 1897. (1897).
5. Parliament Building, Ottawa, Canada. (1894).
6. Houses of Parliament and Grounds, Ottawa, Canada. (c.1894).

New York, London, Toronto & Washington, D.C. Underwood & Underwood. Works
& Studios. James M. Davis. 1894-1897. being 6 standard size stereoscope cards 3.5x 18cm,
double views, printed titles on the borders, some light toning on the mounting cards, very
good condition
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72. YEIGH, Frank (Compiled by).
The Rainy River District, Province of Ontario, Canada. An Illustrated Description of
its Soil, Climate, Products, Area, Agricultural Capabilities and Timber and Mineral
Resources. The Laws and Information pertaining to Free Grants and Homesteads; To
Mining and to the Preservation of Forest from destruction by Fire.
Toronto. Warwick & Sons. 1890. tall8vo. 24.5cm, first edition, 61p., large folding
map, original printed wraps, upper wraps chipped at the edges expertly restored, fine
condition thus, rare
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ORDERING:
Call or Email Anytime. 613-230-2277 or email to: books@mcgahernbooks.ca
▪

VISA & MASTERCARD accepted, give card number and expiry date.

▪

Prices are in Canadian Funds and are net.

▪

Postage Charges are extra & are billed at cost.

▪

Please specify if ordering on approval.

▪

All books are offered subject to prior sale.

▪

We make every effort to ship books on the day the order is received.

▪

All Invoices Are Payable on Receipt.

▪

Your patronage is appreciated.

We plan to issue eight catalogues yearly. We hope you enjoy this material and our descriptions as much as we enjoy doing them and
that you find a choice item or two.
Patrick & Liam McGahern
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